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Abstract: The objective of this research paper is to apply a mathematical model to estimate and
predict the economic growth of the Caspian countries in the period from 1995 to 2022. We use multiple
regression by applying the OLS method to estimate the impact of global oil price, energy resource
production per capita, trade, and renewable energy on GDP per capita. The mathematical approach
uses fixed and random effects models to assess the overall impact of the independent variables on
economic growth in this region and over the period analysed. This study also aims to investigate
whether the explanatory variables are cointegrated in the long run; as such, we carry out several
mathematical cointegration tests, namely the Pedroni and Johansen tests. The mathematical analysis
is completed by the estimation of short- and long-run parameters using the stochastic VAR/VEC
models, the impulse response function, and the causality test to assess economic growth in this
region. This study’s main finding is that GDP per capita is increasingly influenced by its previous
values, which is confirmed by considering lag 1 and lag 2. The results of the Granger causality tests
identify several bidirectional relationships between GDP per capita and oil and gas production. These
relationships are clearly positive evidence of the growth trend and progress of economic activity
in the Caspian region. The practical implications of the study aim to promote and support the use
of renewable energy sources. In this sense, policymakers in the Caspian countries should create
favourable conditions for the transition to a green economy. An important aspect is the efforts of the
government authorities to make their policies more environmentally friendly, as decarbonisation is a
good practice in the current context of sustainability and related choices. As the Caspian countries
are heavily dependent on conventional energy production, it is essential for them to increase their
export earnings from energy resources via diversifying and strengthening new energy opportunities
and partnerships.

Keywords: mathematical model; economic analysis; multiple regression; cointegration regression;
VAR/VEC model; economic growth; OLS regression

1. Introduction

Currently, there is an increasing trend in the use of mathematical models to predict the
consumption of energy resources over different periods and time intervals, across countries,
industries, and sectors, using advanced econometric techniques—specifically, machine
learning and deep learning tools [1–7].
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The present research focuses on providing a multivariate analysis to examine the
economic growth in the Caspian region and how this economic growth is influenced and
affected by the turbulent movements of global energy prices, the dynamics and evolution of
trade in energy products, and the potential domestic production of these energy resources
(natural gas and oil). This study is also motivated by the increasing trend and inclination
of energy-consuming countries (e.g., EU Member States) to diversify their import options
and develop new energy partnerships. Thus, we believe that their endowment with these
energy resources makes the Caspian countries relevant energy access points and relevant
regional and global players. We also do not overlook the fact that the level of economic
growth and development in these countries is closely linked to their potential to produce
and export energy resources and to make significant efforts to discover and develop new
oil and gas fields and reserves. Moreover, the importance of Caspian energy resources is
extremely beneficial and necessary for the importing countries, especially in the current
context of rapid and uncertain economic, social, and, above all, political changes and events.

Although there is a growing concern among researchers and academics to estimate
and examine economic growth over different time intervals and across different countries
or regions by applying multivariate analysis methods and techniques, we suggest that
the current study is relevant in addressing the issue of the impact of energy resources on
economic activity for the Caspian countries. More specifically, by developing a two-stage
mathematical model, we were able to investigate how economic growth is increasingly
sensitive and reacts differently depending on the variables used. At the same time, using
multi-factor regression methods with cross-sectional data together with panel analysis
techniques, it has been possible to highlight interdependencies on economic growth both
for each Caspian country and at the level of this geographical region.

The structure of the paper is as follows: the second section presents the main findings
according to the scientific literature; the following section presents the methodology and
datasets used in the study. The fourth section presents the results. Section 5 presents the
discussions and implications, and the last section presents the conclusions of the study.

2. Theoretical Background

In this section, we present the main theoretical and empirical contributions related to
the estimation, modelling, and forecasting of natural gas and crude oil from the mathemati-
cal perspective of the models proposed and created. These energy resources continue to
represent important points of interest in research activities, so we mention the valuable
contribution of the study carried out by [8–10].

The central objective of these studies was to provide a rigorous and comprehensive
analysis and synthesis of the scientific publications in the field. In this respect, these
authors have chronologically presented different studies, classified according to the area
of application, and used data, tools, and models to predict and investigate the causal
relationship of natural gas consumption on economic activity in the countries analysed. We
also believe that the paper provides a valuable background for future research in the field of
energy and economic development, with a particular focus on the different forecasting tools
and econometric techniques (i.e., mathematical models, statistical models, econometric
models, dynamical systems models, and simulated annealing). In addition, the author
draws attention to the need for theoretical development in this field and encourages future
researchers to diversify and use new techniques, models, and data used to forecast natural
gas supply, demand, production, and prices.

Thus, nowadays, more and more studies are investigating the causality relationships
and possible effects of natural gas production and consumption on economic activity,
economic growth, and economic development. In this regard, we mention the study
conducted by [11], whose main objective was to assess the direct impact of natural gas
consumption on economic growth in Tunisia over the period 1980 to 2010. The main aspects
reported showed a long-term causal relationship between natural gas consumption, gross
capital formation, and trade balance at the level of GDP, which should drive in the future
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the establishment, consolidation, and implementation of correlated energy and economic
policies in economic activity. This consistently shows the tendency of net energy importing
countries to use more and more natural gas as an alternative energy source to achieve
environmental objectives (reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) consumption), together with
a high interest in studying its impact on economic activity [12–14].

Natural gas is an alternative energy source that has a positive impact on the envi-
ronment (emitting less CO2 compared to other fossil fuels) and, in this sense, the study
proposes a mathematical model (i.e., a Grey Model with an error latent information func-
tion) in order to forecast the annual production of natural gas consumption for the period
2016–2018 in the US and China. The novelty of this study is the extension of the classical
Grey Model—GM (1,1)—via the inclusion of corrected outliers—GMCO (1,1)—such that
the accuracy of the model improves remarkably. The evidence shows that this mathematical
model was able to identify the series of variations and changes in natural gas consumption
at the level of the two states mentioned. Specifically, in the short term, China will face a
significant increase in its dependence on natural gas imports, with multiple implications
for future global price trends. In the case of the United States, the increasing capacity for
future natural gas exports to European and Asian countries has been demonstrated and
confirmed by the current situation (e.g., the US exports an average of 5.6 billion cubic feet
of natural gas per day).

The authors [15] have identified the bidirectional, long-run causal relationship between
natural gas production, consumption, and economic growth in the seven Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries. The causality analysis was conducted over the period 1980–2012
using multivariate mathematical models (i.e., FMOLS, DOLS models, Pedroni cointegration
test, and Granger causality analysis) and the following independent variables: gross fixed
capital formation, total trade in goods and services, labour force, and natural gas energy
consumption. Furthermore, the study emphasises the important role of natural gas in
reducing pollution and creating a clean and healthy environment in the region. The need
to attract investments (natural gas energy projects and/or renewable energy investments)
to generate long-term sustainable economic growth is another relevant aspect, according to
the same study.

Using cluster mathematical analysis (i.e., analogue methods and fuzzy decision trees),
ref. [16] drew attention to an innovative approach to long-term forecasting of natural gas
consumption at the level of 79 countries in the period 1960–2019. Based on the macroe-
conomic variables used (GDP, GDP per capita, population, value added of industry to
total GDP, CO2 emissions, energy intensity of GDP, share of natural gas consumption in
the energy mix, HDD index, and annual natural gas consumption), it was found that the
model leads to better results, in terms of increased performance and level of accuracy, in
the analysis of forecasting annual natural gas consumption and production per capita.
This proposed mathematical model can also be a valuable tool for forecasting natural gas
consumption at the territorial level; the authors believe that its main advantage is the
possibility of considering the cognitive uncertainty related to forecasts of socio-economic
development, which are input variables to the model for forecasting demand for natural
gas or other energy sources.

In addition, natural gas continues to be a primary energy alternative to support a
clean and sustainable economic environment for Iran. This evidence was obtained by
applying cointegration analysis (cointegration test, ARLD, FMOLS and DOLS models, and
the Toda–Yamamoto Granger causality method) during 1991–2017.

Another study that examines both the causal relationships between economic growth
and the use of energy sources, as well as economic growth and environmental pollution, is
provided by [17]. Using panel data analysis for the period 1992–2013 for Georgia, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Turkey, the results show the existence of a long-term causal relationship
between the variables used (i.e., real gross domestic product (GDP), CO2 emissions, and
energy use). Specifically, for Armenia, a unidirectional Granger relationship was found
between energy use, CO2 emissions, and GDP, confirming the economic conservation
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hypothesis; for Georgia and Azerbaijan, a bidirectional relationship was found between
energy use and GDP, confirming the feedback and growth hypotheses. In the case of
Turkey, the validation of the neutrality hypothesis indicates that GDP and energy use are
not cointegrated, implying that energy conservation policies would have no impact on
real GDP. Furthermore, the policy implications of the study are aimed at maintaining and
consolidating cooperative relations between Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Turkey,
which illustrates that energy has become an important precondition for the South Caucasus
states to reduce poverty and promote regional economic growth and prosperity. Conse-
quently, more and more countries are focusing on building a sustainable environment, and
reducing CO2 emissions is one of their priorities. For these reasons, natural gas is becoming
the best option for implementing a clean and low carbon energy system compared to
traditional energy sources (especially fossil fuels). However, these priorities can only be
met if government authorities establish a well-developed strategic energy plan, the core
of which is a sound assessment and forecast of natural gas consumption, production, and
price issues.

On the other hand, we identify valuable contributions on the significant impact of
the global oil price on the general level of a country’s economic activity, as well as on the
specific and individual level given by the market mechanism, the set of related industries,
or the monetary-financial system. In this category, we include the study by [18], which
assessed the response of the aggregate commodity market to oil price shocks and the impact
of oil price shocks on China’s basic industries.

Thus, the authors were able to characterise the existing fluctuating movements and
shocks of the global oil price and the resulting volatility by constructing composite mathe-
matical indices composed of four major industries in China’s national economy: metals,
petrochemicals, grains, and oil fats. Based on the ARJI, ARJI-ht, and EGARCH models,
the results identify three types of volatility over the period 2001–2011, namely: expected,
unexpected and negatively expected volatility. Moreover, the jumps in the price of crude
oil are constant and have intensified in recent years, which can be explained by the increas-
ingly sensitive response of Chinese industries, while the investment risk in these industries
is becoming higher. Thus, a policy implication of this study focuses on starting to use
technological mechanisms to produce renewable energy, which in the future will lead to a
decrease in the import of traditional energy resources and additional protection against the
volatility of the prices of these energy products at the level of China.

The authors of [19] concluded that GDP, as a macroeconomic indicator, is the most
important factor contributing to (and directly affecting) increases in oil consumption. They
captured this aspect by conducting a mathematical analysis among the world’s most
important and complex economies—Japan, the US, India, and China—over the period
from 1970 to 2008. In other words, it has been shown that oil demand is inelastic to price
and perfectly elastic to income levels throughout the panel; surprisingly, however, there
is a pseudo-demand in Japan. This can be explained by a number of factors; namely, an
increase in population alone does not ensure demand for more oil. It must be supported by
an increase in the purchasing power of the country’s citizens or the impact of technological
progress aimed at major changes in the field of energy resilience (from fossil fuels to
alternative energy sources such as nuclear energy).

The main objective of policymakers is to adopt interrelated and interconnected energy
policies and strategies to improve the progressive process of economic development. On
the other hand, the inverted U-shaped relationship between oil consumption per capita
and GDP per capita was statistically found for 61 countries grouped into OECD, non-
OECD, developing, and other developed countries [20]. The analysis was carried out over
the period 1990–2008 using the common effects model, the fixed effects model, and the
random effects model. The same study also concluded that oil consumption is prone to
significant growth over a long period of time, explained by rapid population growth in
most developing countries, calling for the development of policies based on the use of
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renewable resources, green technologies, and major investments to make oil production
more efficient and increase its output.

A more recent study was conducted by [21], whose main objective was to test and
examine the causal relationships between oil, natural gas, and economic growth. Specifi-
cally, they have used the following explanatory variables in terms of reserves, production,
exports, and prices for each of the energy resources mentioned. The methodology used
by the authors is based on specific mathematical models for the five Caspian countries in
the period 1997–2015. The main implications of the study showed that oil and natural gas
have a strong influence on economic activity in this region, that there is a unidirectional
Granger relationship between GDP and oil prices, and the fact that any changes in natural
gas prices and natural gas exports affect economic growth in this region.

It is also noted that the Caspian countries will be able to intensify and progressively
consolidate their energy trade relations (especially within European countries) by devel-
oping mutually beneficial military, economic, and social cooperation objectives. On the
other hand, there are specific studies aimed at identifying the main factors influencing the
production and consumption of natural gas and oil, assessing export routes, and progress in
improving the energy systems within the Caspian countries (Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan,
Russia, and Turkmenistan).

First, studies estimating the production potential of the two energy resources [22–25]
deserve our attention. The findings suggest that oil and gas production in this region is
explained by and depends on the degree of FDI attraction, global oil price, export route
capacity, political conflict, and proven oil and gas reserves. Attention is also drawn to the
diversification of export options for Caspian resources, as well as the consolidation of new
ways of developing European markets in the immediate future.

Secondly, we identify studies that assess the impact of oil and gas pipeline planning
in Caspian countries [26–28]. These studies include the application of decision-making
methods and several mathematical models to assess and identify the best export routes for
Caspian energy resources (i.e., a hybrid group decision support system, the Delhi method,
SWOT analysis, a preference-ranking organisation method for enrichment evaluation, and
the Geometrical Analysis for Interactive Assistance plane).

Thirdly, there are studies that promote the use of renewable resources—solar energy,
wind energy, hydropower, biomass, or other renewable energy sources to achieve a clean
and CO2-emission-free energy system in the Caspian region [29,30].

The studies [31–33] suggest that energy system efficiency is mainly based on increasing
and maximising the share of renewable resources in the total energy sources. The results
showed a significant increase of about 40% of renewable energy sources in electricity
generation within the Iranian provinces. At the same time, the scenario analysis concluded
that the energy system in this Caspian country will become more efficient by improving
the efficiency of power plants by 2% per year and increasing the capacity of hydropower
by 10% per year in the period 2020–2030.

The author of [34] conducts a relevant study that uses multivariate regression methods
to investigate the causal relationship between economic development and the environment.
The aim of the paper was to investigate the role of the economy, finance, and institutions
in environmental degradation. Therefore, from a methodological point of view, a panel
sample of a number of EU and MENA countries was created, and a panel data analysis
was conducted over the period 1990–2011. However, the empirical results suggest that
the EKC (i.e., the Environmental Kuznets Curve hypothesis) of the EU and MENA shows
a monotonic growth relationship between pollution and per capita income instead of
an inverted U-shaped curve. From this perspective, the author draws attention to the
fact that the emergence of such an inverted U-shaped curve is not a spontaneous result
of economic growth, but rather depends on the existence of stringent environmental
institutions and policies.

A relevant aspect found in the literature is the analysis of the relationship between the
use of renewable energy sources, economic growth, and economic development. Studies
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by [35,36] go in this direction. The authors of these papers make a convincing case for the
impact of renewable energy on economic progress and welfare by conducting a bibliometric
analysis of publications on the subject between 2008 and 2021. The results show that there
is a lack of studies in the literature analysing the causal relationship between renewable
energy and economic development, as well as less focus on developed countries. It also
showed a preference for the use of quantitative research methods in the study of this issue
in economics.

Using stochastic panel-level models for more than 130 countries over the period
2008–2014, ref. [37] examined the impact of renewable energy consumption on the level
of economic growth and productivity. The main findings suggest that a sequential and
systematic increase in the use of renewable energy resources has a positive impact on pro-
ductivity and thus generates economic growth. At the same time, while this is manifested in
different ways depending on the level of development of each country analysed, attention
was drawn to the beneficial effects of promoting and supporting renewable energy on
environmental and energy security issues.

Similarly, we find a recent study performed by [38]. The aim of this study was to
determine the causal relationships between the level of carbon dioxide emissions, renewable
energy sources, and economic growth (expressed as GDP per capita) for Romania in the
period 2000–2021. Following the application of the ARDL model and robustness tests, it was
concluded that there is a negative causality relationship between CO2 emissions and GDP,
while renewable energy resources have a positive impact on the level of economic growth in
both the short and long term, indicating significant changes in the diversification of energy
sources and the reduction of fossil fuel dependency for Romania in the immediate future.

Other authors [39] conducted a multivariate analysis of the significant role of renew-
able energy sources in economic growth for two European countries, Sweden and Poland,
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The evidence showed that economic growth and de-
velopment, as well as the share of renewable energy sources in gross marginal energy
consumption, are the variables between which mutual interaction occurs in these two coun-
tries. The results also confirmed that the developed world’s economic growth prospects
over the longer term, as measured by GDP, are dependent on renewable energy use.

Another interesting aspect found in the literature is the concept of inclusive growth. In
this sense, this objective can be achieved by promoting and increasing the use of renewable
energy sources, where this energy transition requires support and backing from government
authorities and policy makers. The research carried out by [40] provides a focus on the study
of inclusive economic growth that can be explained by renewable energy sources, energy
trade, and indicators measuring the effectiveness of political governance for the 26 EU
Member States over the period 2011–2020. As a result, the empirical evidence suggests
that there is a non-linear, statistically significant relationship between e-governance and
affordable and clean energy.

3. Research Methodology

The main objective of our study is to develop a mathematical growth assessment
model that can be applied at the individual level, i.e., for each of the Caspian states under
consideration, and at the aggregate/holistic level for this geographical region (i.e., the
Caspian region). From this perspective, mathematical analysis is carried out over the
period 1995–2022, based on the use of time series for each variable included in the model,
for Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. The measurement
and estimation of economic growth is explained by the level of GDP per capita, which is
used as the target or dependent variable.

Our model also takes into account the following independent/explanatory variables
over the period analysed: the global benchmark price of oil (i.e., Brent crude oil spot prices),
domestic gas and oil production per capita, trade dynamics (given by the sum of total
exports and total imports), and the trend in the share of renewable energy resources. The
mathematical form is presented in Equation (1).In addition, the variables included in the
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mathematical model used have been selected on the basis of information available in the
literature [41–43] and are strictly related to the increasing impact and influence of energy
prices on the economic growth rate.

At the same time, following global initiatives on sustainability and the environment,
recent studies [44–46] have shown that net-energy-producing and net-energy-exporting
countries are becoming increasingly aware of environmental issues and, as a result, are
showing a greater/greater willingness to reduce the consumption of greenhouse gas emis-
sions and increase the share of renewable resources in their total domestic energy produc-
tion. For each variable, data has been taken from the World Bank database, Our World in
Energy, and the Statista database.

GDPCAPit = f(BRENT, GA SCAP, OILCAP, TRADE, REEN, BRENTt−1, GASCAPt−1, OILCAPt−1, TRADEt−1, REENt−1) (1)

where: i represents the country (i = 1 to 6) and t represents the time (t = 1995 to 2022).
Table 1 provides a detailed overview of all variables used. Table 2 provides the

statistical descriptions of the variables included in the panel and Appendix A provides the
statistical descriptions of the time series for each Caspian country.

As a first aspect, we note that the total number of observations is 168 and that the
variables included in the model are extremely different in terms of mean, median, and
standard deviation from the mean. More specifically, we observe that GDP per capita
deviates the most from the mean, followed by domestic oil and gas production per capita,
while renewable energy and trade dynamics deviate the least from the mean.

Table 1. Variable presentation, definition and data sources.

Variable Definition Measurement Unit Source Type of Variable Acronym

GDP per capita

Gross domestic
product divided by

midyear
population

Constant LCU World Bank Dependent
variable GDP_CAP

Global crude oil price Europe Brent Spot
Price FOB Dollars per Barrel

U.S. Energy
Information

Administration 1

Independent
variable BRENT

Gas production
per capita

Annual natural gas
production per

person

Kilowatt-
hours/year Our World in Data 2 Independent

variable GAS_CAP

Oil production
per capita

Annual crude oil
production per

person

Kilowatt-
hours/year Our World in Data 3 Independent

variable OIL_CAP

Trade

The sum of exports
and imports of

goods and services
measured as a
share of gross

domestic product

% of GDP World Bank Independent
variable TRADE

Renewable energy
Share of primary

energy from
renewable sources

% equivalent
primary energy Our World in Data 4 Independent

variable REEN

Note: 1 Retrieved from: https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=RBRTE&f=A (ac-
cessed on 10 September 2023); 2 Retrieved from: https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/gas-prod-per-capita
(accessed on 10 September 2023); 3 Retrieved from: https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/oil-prod-per-capita?
tab=table (accessed on 10 September 2023); 4 Retrieved from: https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/renewable-
share-energy?tab=table (accessed on 10 September 2023). Source: Authors’ work.

https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=RBRTE&f=A
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/gas-prod-per-capita
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/oil-prod-per-capita?tab=table
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/oil-prod-per-capita?tab=table
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/renewable-share-energy?tab=table
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/renewable-share-energy?tab=table
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 26,345,412.00 56.89 33,258.24 28,818.79 65.88 3.15
Median 570,784.30 54.35 20,024.06 26,820.37 59.97 3.14

Maximum 177,000,000.00 111.63 125,016.50 64,868.70 168.17 7.41
Minimum 625.10 12.76 2551.87 955.61 29.19 0.00

Standard deviation 58,031,111.00 31.41 32,002.38 16,864.60 23.19 2.11
Skewness 1.86 0.31 1.64 −0.04 1.09 0.09
Kurtosis 4.59 1.88 4.54 2.14 4.95 2.05

Jarque–Bera 115.10 11.63 92.94 5.19 60.25 6.53
Probability 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.03

Observations 168 168 168 168 168 168

Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Looking at the statistical indicators describing the distribution of each variable, it can
be seen that GDP per capita, natural gas production, and the series describing the evolution
of trade have a leptokurtic distribution over the period analysed, which is confirmed by
the values of the kurtosis coefficient greater than 3/00, while the rest of the variables have
a platykurtic distribution, with the values of the kurtosis coefficient in both cases being less
than 3.00 (the specific value of a normal/symmetric distribution).

With regard to the Skewness indicator, which describes the degree of asymmetry for
each distribution, it can be seen that GDP per capita, the world oil price, and natural gas
production per capita have a positive skewness, all having a long right tail and higher
values of these variables, while only oil production per capita has negative values of
the Skewness coefficient, indicating the existence of a long left tail and lower values. In
addition, looking at the absolute values of the Jarque–Bera normality test, the degree of
heterogeneity of the variables included in the model is highlighted, as they tend to deviate
from a normal distribution N (0,1), which is confirmed by p-values that are less than 5%, so
the null hypothesis (the series has a normal distribution) can be rejected.

All variables included in our model were transformed and presented in logarithmic
form to obtain robust and appropriate mathematical results. The mathematical analysis was
further divided into two phases. In the first phase, we applied the model set up to examine
growth in each of the Caspian countries over the period 1995–2022 and we constructed six
mathematical models that describe the impact of the explanatory variables on the GDP
per capita in each of the Caspian countries analysed. In this respect, we first tested the
mathematical assumption of stationarity using the ADF and PP unit root tests, the general
form of which is shown in Equation (2).

Xit = αi + Yitβ + ωit (2)

where i = 1, . . . , N; t = 1, . . . , T; αi is the individual constant term, β is the slop parame-
ter; ωit represents the stationary distribution, and Xit and Yit are I(1) variables.

Then, it was possible to apply the proposed mathematical model by applying mul-
tivariate regression for each individual Caspian country. The estimation of regression
coefficients was performed using the least squares method, and the general form for each
model is presented in Equation (3).

GDPCAPt = b0 + b1BRENTt + b2GASCAPt + b3OIL_CAPt + b4TRADEt + b5REENt + b6BRENTt−1+
b7GASCAPt−1 + b8OIL_CAPt−1 + b9TRADEt−1 + b10REENt−1 + εt

(3)

where GDPCAP is analysed individually and successively for Azerbaijan (Model 1), Iran
(Model 2), Kazakhstan, (Model 3), Russia (Model 4), Turkmenistan (Model 5), and Uzbek-
istan (Model 6) from 1995 to 2022; t represents the observations for each mathematical
model; b0 is the intercept; b1 → b10 represent the estimated coefficients for the independent
variables; and εt is the error term.
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Within each multiple regression, we used control variables given by the first lag/decay
of the explanatory variables (lag 1 variables) to investigate the dependence and prediction
of GDP per capita in its dynamics for the analysed countries [47–49].

In our study, the proposed mathematical model for estimating and forecasting the
economic growth rate among the Caspian countries has been achieved by applying the
multiple regression method, or multifactor regression. The popularity of this econometric
method is extremely well established, as it is often used and applied in various and diverse
scientific fields and problems of interest.

At the same time, multivariate regression is the most used technique in the social sci-
ences to measure the impact of independent (or explanatory) variables on a dependent vari-
able. In general, regression—specifically, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression—assumes
that the dependent variable is continuous [50,51].

It can be used to estimate the coefficient of each independent variable and test the
extent to which it explains the variation in the dependent variable. In addition, multiple
regression allows us to form hypotheses about the effects of different variables and to
compare the fit of different models.

The ability to capture the complex and multifaceted nature of real-world phenomena
is one of the main advantages of multiple regression. Including multiple independent
variables allows one to account for more factors that influence the dependent variable,
reducing error and bias in estimations. For example, multiple regression also allows us to
control for confounding variables, which are variables that affect both the dependent and
independent variables and can distort the true relationship between them.

From a methodological point of view, we investigated multivariate analysis in the
following aspects: ensuring correct specification of the regression model, zero variance
of independent variables, zero mean of the error, normal distribution of the error term,
uncorrelated independent variables with the error term, and constant variance of the
error term.

Therefore, we first tested the estimated coefficients for each economic growth model
using the statistical t-test. According to [50,51], this test is a ratio that quantifies how
significant the difference is between the means of two groups, considering their variance,
or distribution, and the specific hypotheses: H0 → bt = 0 and H1 → bt ̸= 0 .

Further, the F-test and the value of the adjusted coefficient of determination were also
used to check the reliability of the economic growth model. In regression analysis, the
F-test is a test of the hypothesis that all model parameters are equal to zero. It is used in
statistical analysis to compare statistical models fitted to the same underlying factors and
data set to determine which model is the best fit. The F-test is a measure of the ratio of the
variances and was developed by Ronald A. Fisher (hence, the F-test).

According to [52–54], the adjusted form of R-squared (adj. R2) has been considered in
predictive modelling as one of the most widely used and reliable statistical tools to test the
goodness of fit of a model or to compare the performance of different models. In fact, the
adjusted form of R-squared (adj. R2) is adj. (adjusted) R2 is considered a basic and essential
tool for making a final decision about the relationship between the dependent variable and
a set of explanatory variables.

In addition, the White test [55], the Breusch–Pagan–Godfrey test [56], and the Jarque–
Bera test [57] were used to test the assumptions of the homoscedasticity of errors and
normal distribution of errors for the proposed models of our analysis. The White and
Breusch–Pagan–Godfrey tests are the main statistical tests used to determine whether the
variance of the errors in a regression model is constant; that is, for homoscedasticity under
the following hypotheses: H0 → εt = 0 and H1 → εt ̸= 0 , and if the p-value is greater than
the 5% level of statistical significance, the errors are homoscedastic. The Jarque–Bera test is
a reference test for the normality of errors based on the following assumptions: H0 → the
errors are normally distributed; and H1 → the errors are not normally distributed.
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The second stage of the model was to examine the degree of interdependence for GDP
per capita between the explanatory variables at the level of the Caspian region over the
period 1995–2022.

However, it was necessary to test and examine the interrelationships between GDP
per capita, global oil prices, trade, use of renewable energy sources in the energy mix, and
total domestic oil and gas production (on a per capita basis) for the entire Caspian region.
Our approach is holistic and comprehensive in measuring and predicting economic growth
in this strategic region. Thus, we have chosen to use two econometric methods specific to
panel analysis: the fixed effects regression model and the random effects regression model.

We emphasise that these econometric models are among the most popular and widely
used research methods in economics and finance because of their ability to capture the in-
terdependencies and autocorrelation of time series. Regression panel data is a combination
of cross-sectional and time series data where the same unit cross-section is measured at
different points in time.

In fact, panel regressions provide better estimation and prediction because they have
a double index for their variables: the i—index, which shows the cross-sectional dimen-
sion, and the t—index, which shows the temporal dimension. For this reason, using the
panel methodology approach, we can estimate the impact of a single coefficient on the
independent variables specified over time and by entity, and determine and estimate these
regressors [58]. An additional advantage comes from the fact that the panel methodology
can estimate the coefficients in a dynamic and modified way, where they can be controlled
by individual fixed effects.

The fixed effects model tests for the presence of individual effects, and the component
αi may be correlated with the regressors Xit, but the assumption remains that there is
no correlation between Xit and the random component of the error εit. Therefore, the
fixed effects regression model also assumes that the errors are independent and identically
distributed after removing the fixed effects, and takes the following form:

Yit = β0 + β′Xit + αi + εit (4)

where αi is the error component that is specific to each cross-sectional dimension and
reflects the differences between the countries; Yit is the dependent variable (in this case, the
natural logarithm of GDP per capita); i represents the cross-sectional dimension (in this
case, the Caspian countries); t represents the temporal dimension ( t = 195 to 2022); β0 is
the intercept that does not change over time; β′ represents the estimated coefficients; Xit is
a vector including the independent and explicative variables; and εit is the error terms.

The second panel data regression model is the random effects model. This model
predicts how variables may be related over time and between individuals. In the random
effects model, the difference between the intercept terms is compensated by the error terms
of everyone (in our case, for each country). The form of this model is as follows:

Yit = β0 + β′Xit + αi + ui + εit (5)

where ui means the error term for each country.
On the other hand, the results of the multivariate analysis of economic growth in the

Caspian countries carried out in this study need to be further investigated and evaluated.
From this perspective, the reliability of our models’ results is ensured by conducting both
accuracy and diagnostic tests.

From a mathematical point of view, we chose in this case to apply panel analysis by
creating a balanced panel that included data for each state (cross-sectional dimension) and
data for each year (temporal dimension). First, we applied unit root tests with panel/panel-
type data in order to test the hypothesis of stationarity of the variables and to see their
degree of order: I (0) or I (1). It was also necessary to see whether the variables used are
cointegrated, i.e., whether they are correlated in the long run over the period analysed. For
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this reason, the cointegration hypothesis was tested using the Johansen and Pedroni tests,
and the mathematical formula is shown in Equation (6).

∆Xit = αi + βiXi,t−1 +
ni

∑
k

pij∆Xi,t−j + εit; i = 1, . . . , N; t = 1, . . . , T (6)

where ∆ is the first difference, Xit is the series in our panel in the time t, ni is the number of
lags, and εit is the distributed random variables.

If it was confirmed that the variables are cointegrated, we applied the vector error
correction model, a model that allowed us to examine the deviation of the short-run and
long-run coefficients from equilibrium. Alternatively, we also used the mathematical coin-
tegrated regression models FMOLS and DOLS to investigate in the long-run relationships
between variables and to estimate the regression coefficients of a panel regression model.
The literature [59–62] suggests that the FMOLS model is superior to other regression models
because it overcomes the problem of serial correlation and endogeneity of variables.

Otherwise, if the variables are not cointegrated, we used the VAR model and two
other panel regression models, the fixed effects model and random effects model, to see
how GDP per capita is affected by the explanatory variables in the short run. In Equation
(7), the specific form of these mathematical regression models is illustrated.

GDPCAPit = b0 + b1BRENTit + b2GASCAPit + b3OILCAPit+
b4TRADEit + b5REENit + αi + εit

(7)

where i represents the country (i = 1 to 6); t indicates the time (t = 1995 to 2022); b0 is the
constant term; b1 → b5 are the coefficients for each independent/explanatory variable; αi
represents the country-specific error component, which varies between countries; and εit
indicates the error term, which captures the impact of unobserved variables that vary both
across countries and over a period of time.

Equation (8) shows the general form for the VAR model, and the following Equations (9)–(14)
show the specific form of the VAR model for the variables under analysis.

yt = v+A1yt−1+ . . .+Apyt−p + ut (8)

where yt = (y1t, . . . ,yKt) is a K-variate random process; t is time period; p is a positive
integer; Ai are fixed (K × K) coefficient matrices; v = (v1, . . . ,vK) is a fixed (K × 1) vector
of intercept terms; and ut = (u1t,. . .,uKt) is K-dimensional white noise or error terms.

ln GDPCAPt= a+
k
∑

i=1
βiln GDPCAPt−i+

k
∑

j=1
φjlnBRENTt−j +

k
∑

m=1
δmln GASCAPt−m +

k
∑

n=1
ωnln OILCAPt−n +

k
∑

o=1
τ0ln TRADEt−o +

k
∑

q=1
γqln REENt−q+u1t

(9)

ln BRENTt= b+
k
∑

i=1
βi ln GDPCAPt−i+

k
∑

j=1
φjln BRENTt−j +

k
∑

m=1
δmln GASCAPt−m +

k
∑

n=1
ωnln OILCAPt−n +

k
∑

o=1
τ0ln TRADEt−o +

k
∑

q=1
γqln REENt−q + u2t

(10)

ln GASCAPt= c+
k
∑

i=1
βi ln GDPCAPt−i+

k
∑

j=1
φjlnBRENTt−j +

k
∑

m=1
δmlnGASCAPt−m +

k
∑

n=1
ωnln OILCAPt−n +

k
∑

o=1
τ0ln TRADEt−o +

k
∑

q=1
γqln REENt−q + u3t

(11)

ln OILCAPt= d+
k
∑

i=1
βi ln GDPCAPt−i+

k
∑

j=1
φjlnBRENTt−j +

k
∑

m=1
δmlnGASCAPt−m +

k
∑

n=1
ωnln OILCAPt−n +

k
∑

o=1
τ0ln TRADEt−o +

k
∑

q=1
γqln REENt−q + u4t

(12)
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ln TRADEt= e+
k
∑

i=1
βi ln GDPCAPt−i+

k
∑

j=1
φjlnBRENTt−j +

k
∑

m=1
δmlnGASCAPt−m +

k
∑

n=1
ωnln OILCAPt−n +

k
∑

o=1
τ0ln TRADEt−o +

k
∑

q=1
γqln REENt−q + u5t

(13)

lnREENt= f+
k
∑

i=1
βi ln GDPCAPt−i+

k
∑

j=1
φjlnBRENTt−j +

k
∑

m=1
δmlnGASCAPt−m +

k
∑

n=1
ωnln OILCAPt−n +

k
∑

o=1
τ0ln TRADEt−o +

k
∑

q=1
γqln REENt−q + u6t

(14)

It should be noted that for these equations, the dependent variable is a function of
its lagged values and the lagged values of the variables included in the model. Here,
a, b, c, d, e, f are the intercept terms for each equation; k is the lag length for the VAR
model; βi, φj, δm, ωnτ0, γq are the estimated short-run coefficients for each equation in
the VAR model; and ut is the error term for each equation.

Regardless of whether the time series are cointegrated or not, testing the robustness
and diagnosis of these regression models using panel data is an essential step in the
mathematical approach.

The final step is to identify the mathematical Granger causality, which predicts a time
series based only on its own past values, and that of the full model, which also includes
the past values of another time series, and to perform the analysis of the impulse response
functions resulting from the VAR model design.

In our case, it is important to see whether the economic growth rate can be driven by
the dynamics of the world oil price, the share of renewable energy sources, the domestic
production of oil and natural gas, and the evolution of trade in the immediate future.

The whole mathematical process was carried out in EViews 12, and the methodological
steps are described in Figure 1.
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4. Results
4.1. Results after the Application of the Mathematical Model at the Individual Level (for Each
Caspian Country)

In this section of the paper, we comparatively present the results obtained from the
implementation of the proposed mathematical model, focusing on the interdependence
relationship between GDP per capita and global oil prices, domestic oil production, domes-
tic gas production, share of renewable energy sources, and trade dynamics for each of the
Caspian countries analysed (i.e., Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan) over the period 1995–2022. Thus, we first focus on the mathematical testing
of the stationarity assumption of the time series used for each country. In this respect,
mathematical tests have been applied to determine the degree and order of integration of
the time series to satisfy the condition of stationarity.
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Table 3 shows the unit root tests commonly used in the statistical and mathematical
analysis of time series proposed by [63–66]. In our case, it was possible to show that the time
series analysed are not stationary in level, since they satisfy the condition of stationarity
after the first difference.

Table 3. Unit root tests results for each country.

Time
Series/Country

Levin, Lin, Chu Im, Pesaran, Shin ADF-Fischer PP-Fischer
Result

Level First Diff. Level First Diff. Level First Diff. Level First Diff.

Azerbaijan −0.42 −4.07 * 0.42 −4.83 * 12.86 45.56 * 8.50 47.38 * I (1)

Iran −0.01 −11.05 * −0.28 −9.53 * 14.28 93.31 * 13.70 91.01 * I (1)

Kazakhstan −2.61 * −7.65 * −0.51 −6.77 * 13.06 64.29 * 11.48 63.88 * I (1)

Russia −1.50 * −8.77 * −0.43 −8.71 * 12.17 86.15 * 13.06 104.75 * I (1)

Turkmenistan −0.06 −7.20 * 0.34 −6.07 * 9.03 58.47 * 14.74 63.98 * I (1)

Uzbekistan 3.05 −5.92 * 1.74 −6.27 * 15.72 62.57 * 12.76 82.34 * I (1)

Note: * denotes statistical significance at the 1% level, Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Thus, for each of the six countries, the time series are integrated of type I (1), an
aspect confirmed by probability values converging to 0.000, and the tests are statistically
significant at the 5% level of significance. Moreover, the fulfilment of the stationarity
condition of the time series for each analysed country is an important aspect in obtaining
robust and appropriate results from our model.

Going further, we can successfully apply the proposed mathematical model to each
country, and we can capture a number of empirical insights from the mathematical analysis
in a comparative perspective. The results of the estimated coefficients from the application
of multivariate linear regression for the six mathematical models are presented in Table 4,
while Table 5 shows the main robustness/accuracy indicators and diagnostic tests for these
applied mathematical models.

Specifically, for Azerbaijan (Model 1), GDP per capita is statistically significantly (at the
5% level) influenced by trade dynamics, domestic oil production per capita, and the share
of renewable energy sources, as well as domestic natural gas production with one lag. Thus,
the coefficients of these variables are statistically significant at least at the 5% confidence
level, and the impact of these variables on GDP per capita is in the same direction and
positive. Specifically, a 10% increase in domestic oil or gas production increases GDP per
capita by around 8% and 3.60% respectively.

Table 4. Results of estimated coefficients from individual multiple regression (GDP_CAP as depen-
dent variable).

Coefficients β0 BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN BRENT
(−1)

GAS_CAP
(−1)

OIL_CAP
(−1)

TRADE
(−1)

REEN
(−1)

Model 1
Azerbaijan −7.75 * −0.02 0.02 0.80 * 0.96 * −0.24 * 0.09 0.35 * −0.03 −0.15 0.007

Model 2
Iran 13.92 * 0.06 * 0.36 * 0.32 * −0.09 *** 0.02 *** 0.005 −0.11 −0.10 *** 0.09 *** −0.001

Model 3
Kazakhstan 9.63 * 0.14 * 0.11 −0.11 −0.13 * 0.20 *** 0.06 0.19 0.25 −0.13 0.21 **

Model 4
Russia −2.47 0.04 0.38 0.49 *** 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.26 0.27 −0.07 0.09

Model 5
Turkmenistan 9.02 * 0.14 0.16 −0.21 −0.26 −18.27 *** 0.05 −0.19 0.20 0.30 *** −32.04 *

Model 6
Uzbekistan 18.19 * 0.03 −0.04 −0.27 *** 0.03 −0.09 * −0.08 * 0.29 *** −0.50 * 0.08 ** −0.12 *

Note: * denotes statistical significance at the 1% level; ** denotes statistical significance at the 5% level; *** denotes
statistical significance at the 10% level. Source: Authors’ own calculations.
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Table 5. Results of robustness and diagnostic tests from individual multiple regression (GDP_CAP as
dependent variable).

Adj. R2 F-Statistic Prob.
F-Statistic

S.E. of
Regression

Jarque–
BeraTest

Serial Correlation
LM Test

Breusch–Pagan–
Godfrey Test

Model 1
Azerbaijan 0.98 234.67 0.00 0.06 1.30

(0.52)
4.23

(0.12)
10.31
(0.41)

Model 2
Iran 0.97 127.60 0.00 0.005 1.22

(0.54)
2.29

(0.31)
10.24
(0.42)

Model 3
Kazakhstan 0.98 238.81 0.00 0.04 0.37

(0.82)
4.62

(0.09)
9.26

(0.51)

Model 4
Russia 0.97 107.28 0.00 0.04 0.75

(0.68)
12.76
(0.01)

10.05
(0.43)

Model 5
Turkmenistan 0.93 37.79 0.00 0.12 9.98

(0.06)
13.35

(0.001)
7.01

(0.72)

Model 6
Uzbekistan 0.99 612.32 0.00 0.02 0.69

(0.71)
5.20

(0.07)
12.74
(0.23)

Note: In the brackets are the probabilities for each diagnostic test. Source: Authors’ own calculations.

The mathematical model is also valid and correct, as shown by the very high value of
the adjusted coefficient of determination, around 0.98, and the high and statistically signifi-
cant value of the F-test, which confirms that GDP per capita is explained and influenced to
a high degree by the variables included in the model. At the same time, the diagnostic tests
indicate that the model is homoscedastic, does not suffer from autocorrelation or serial
correlation, and that the errors are identically and normally distributed, aspects confirmed
by the Jarque–Bera test, the LM test, and the Breusch–Pagan–Godfrey test.

Similar results are obtained for Iran (Model 2). The mathematical model is correctly
specified, it does not suffer from heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, and GDP per
capita is explained by more than 95% of the variation in the independent variables.

However, in contrast to Azerbaijan, it was observed that the world oil price affects the
level of GDP per capita; if it increases by 10%, GDP per capita increases by only 0.64% in
the short run. At the same time, for Iran, it was found that a 10% increase in domestic oil
and gas production changes the level of GDP per capita in the same direction, increasing it
by 3.40% on average. These results suggest that the short-term evolution of trade in Iran
leads to a decrease in GDP per capita of around 1%, which can be explained by significant
differences between exports and imports and the existence of a negative short-term trade
balance/short-term trade deficit. However, if the model also considers the first-order
trade lag, the situation changes and GDP per capita is positively affected, increasing by
about 0.90%.

The results obtained by applying the model for Kazakhstan (Model 3) indicate that the
use of renewable energy sources is a driver for the growth rate of GDP per capita, with an
upward trend of up to 2%. Like the results obtained for Iran, it was also observed that a 10%
increase in the world oil price leads to a 1.48% increase in GDP per capita. The proposed
mathematical model for Kazakhstan is adequate and robust, being correctly constructed and
stable in terms of the absence of heteroskedasticity and the normal distribution of errors.

Analysing the situation for Russia (Model 4) and Turkmenistan (Model 5), the math-
ematical model is adequate for estimating and measuring economic growth, with the
independent variables explaining more than 95% of the level of GDP per capita. For Russia,
the specific results show that GDP per capita is directly and positively influenced by domes-
tic oil consumption, which is captured by the estimated statistically significant coefficient
at the 10% level.

The situation is no different for Turkmenistan, where the mathematical model shows
a decrease in GDP per capita of about 18%, influenced by a 1% increase in the share of
renewable energy use. This can be explained by the lack of development of the regulatory
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framework for energy conservation and efficiency, as well as for solid waste management
as a renewable energy resource. In addition, the model is homoscedastic and stable for
both Caspian countries analysed according to the Breusch–Pagan–Godfrey test.

Finally, the mathematical model has also been applied to Uzbekistan (Model 6). The
results obtained and presented in Tables 4 and 5 indicate that GDP per capita is indirectly
influenced by domestic oil production per capita, trade dynamics, and the share of re-
newable energy use, with the estimated coefficients being statistically significant at the
5% and 10% significance levels. It was also found that a 10% increase in domestic natural
gas production per capita (in the form of lag 1) tends to increase GDP per capita by about
2.90%, which is confirmed by the fact that Uzbekistan is one of the world’s largest natural
gas producers, producing about 60 billion cubic metres (bcm) annually, of which 35–40 bcm
are supplied by Uzbekneftegaz JSC [26,67,68].

It is interesting to note that the world oil price, in the form of lag 1, leads to a decrease of
this indicator by 0.80%, which is explained by the unstable financial situation of the country
and the insufficient introduction of resource- and energy-saving technologies, factors which
have increased technological losses and increased the frequency of interruptions in the
supply of fuel and energy resources. These results are complemented by the positive impact
of trade on GDP per capita, which is very positive given the extensive reforms undertaken
in recent years to strengthen the energy industry and the extension of energy cooperation
to EU Member States.

As in the case of the other countries analysed, the mathematical model applied for
Uzbekistan is stable and has no serial correlation, the errors are normally distributed, and
the variance of the error term in each regression model is constant. Consequently, the
proposed mathematical model was found to be suitable, adequate, and robust to assess the
interdependent relationships between GDP per capita and the explanatory variables for
each Caspian country during the period from 1995 to 2022.

Therefore, by estimating and forecasting GDP per capita values in the six Caspian
countries, we draw attention to the fact that domestic production of natural gas, oil, and
renewable resources are the main drivers that boost overall economic performance [69].

Essentially, it can be confirmed that the Caspian countries are significant regional and
global producers and exporters of energy resources, and that they are undergoing a series
of reforms and domestic policies to continuously improve their energy system.

4.2. Results of the Mathematical Model Applied to the Caspian Sea Region (the Panel
Mathematical Approach)

In this section, we present and discuss the results obtained from the application of the
proposed mathematical model from a multivariate and panel perspective. For this purpose,
the model examines the impact of the world oil price, domestic production of energy
resources, and trade developments on the level of GDP per capita in the Caspian region.

Thus, the panel consists of the six Caspian countries (i.e., Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan,
Russia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and the data for each variable examined are avail-
able for the period 1995–2022. From this point of view, we can confirm that the panel is
balanced, equilibrated, and fixed and that the study of data in a panel structure affords the
joint analysis of cross-sectional observations (regions, countries, sectors, households, firms,
etc.) over several time periods. At the same time, an initial argument in favour of using
the proposed mathematical model with panel data comes from the fact that it can capture
individual peculiarities, invariant structures within a unit or at a given point in time, thus
reducing or eliminating the distortions induced by the aggregation of data.

The literature [70–74] provides strong arguments for the use of mathematical analysis
with panel data, and among the main issues raised are the provision of more information by
capturing individual variability, reducing multicollinearity of variables, and increasing the
number of degrees of freedom—and thus the power of the tests, and hence the confidence
in the results—as well as increasing the efficiency and consistency of the resulting estimates
and providing better analysis of the dynamics of structural adjustments.
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To this end, we used the methodology specific to autoregressive models in the mul-
tivariate VAR/VEC form and go through several steps, including stationarity tests of
variables, cointegration verification, VAR/VEC coefficient estimation, impulse response
functions (IRFs) and Granger causality tests.

The results of the stationarity tests are presented in Table 6. This test was applied to
each variable included in the model, indicating whether the time series used had a unit
root. It was observed that the variables are not stationary at level I (0), but they became
stationary after the application of the first difference, the tests applied being statistically
significant at the 1% level of significance.

Table 6. Panel unit root tests results.

Variable
Levin, Lin, Chu Im, Pesaran, Shin ADF-Fischer PP-Fisher

Result
Level First Diff. Level First Diff. Level First Diff. Level First Diff.

GDP_CAP 1.84 −4.74 * 3.13 −4.27 * 4.48 42.07 * 3.75 48.02 * I (1)

BRENT −0.15 −8.50 * 0.14 −7.47 * 7.42 70.80 * 6.92 67.06 I (1)

GAS_CAP 0.87 −9.82 * 2.45 −9.72 6.88 94.75 * 6.75 96.02 * I (1)

OIL_CAP −3.07 * −4.00 * −1.30 −3.79 * 17.05 36.31 * 15.86 44.01 * I (1)

TRADE −0.17 −8.62 * −0.84 −7.48 * 14.66 71.69 * 14.04 66.81 * I (1)

REEN −1.50 −8.81 −2.30 * −9.49 * 26.64 94.72 * 26.91 * 131.43 I (1)

Note: * denotes statistical significance at the 1% level. Source: Authors’ own calculations.

This indicates that they are of I (1) form and that our model can be analysed by
successfully applying the VAR/VEC methodology.

Given that the variables are I (1), a necessary condition in our analysis is to test the
hypothesis of cointegration between the variables, or rather to test a long-run association
between them. In this regard, the cointegration hypothesis was tested by applying the
Pedroni test, where 9 out of 11 tests (i.e., panel V-statistic, panel rho-statistic, panel pp-
statistic, panel ADF-statistic, group rho-statistic, group PP-statistic, and group ADF-statistic)
confirmed that the variables are not cointegrated and, therefore, that there is no long-run
relationship between the variables.

Thus, the null hypothesis of no cointegration is confirmed, as indicated by the proba-
bilities of the statistical tests that are greater than the 5% confidence level, and in our case
the VAR model is recommended in the proposed mathematical analysis. The results of the
Pedroni cointegration test are presented in Table 7.

Furthermore, the VAR model was implemented with 2 lags, which was validated by
the four statistical indicators (i.e., Akaike information criterion, Hannan–Quinn information
criterion, final prediction error, and LR test) for determining the optimal number of lags.

The results of these statistical indicators on the VAR lag order selection criteria are
presented in Table 8. Similarly, the cointegration hypothesis could also be tested using the
Johansen cointegration test, the results of which are presented in Table 7 above. Once again,
it is confirmed that the variables do not show a long-run relationship, since the values of
the two cointegration tests (i.e., trace and maximum eigenvalue) are both lower than the
critical values at the 5% significance threshold, thus calling for the application of the VAR
model in our panel.
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Table 7. Results of cointegration panel test.

Pedroni Residual Cointegration Test

1. Within-Dimension Statistic Weighted Statistic Prob.
Statistic

Prob.
Weighted Statistic

Panel v-Statistic 8.93 2.70 0.00 0.0034
Panel rho-Statistic 2.27 1.76 0.98 0.96
Panel PP-Statistic 0.92 0.02 0.82 0.50

Panel ADF-Statistic 0.08 −0.86 0.53 0.19

2. Between-dimension Statistics Prob.

Group rho-Statistic 2.95 0.99
Group PP-Statistic 1.18 0.88

Group ADF-Statistic −0.70 0.23

Johansen Cointegration Test

1. Trace Test

Equation
None

Trace statistic *
93.89

5% Critical value
95.75

Prob.
0.06

At most 1 63.89 69.81 0.13
At most 2 34.67 47.85 0.46
At most 3 17.63 29.79 0.59
At most 4 8.01 15.49 0.46
At most 5 1.51 3.84 0.21

2. Maximum Eigenvalue Test

Equation Max-Eigen statistic * 5% Critical value Prob.
None 29.99 40.07 0.42

At most 1 29.22 33.87 0.16
At most 2 17.03 27.58 0.57
At most 3 9.61 21.13 0.77
At most 4 6.49 14.26 0.55
At most 5 1.51 3.84 0.21

Note: * Trace and maximum eigenvalue tests indicate no cointegration at the 5% significance level. Source:
Authors’ own calculations.

Table 8. The results of the VAR lag order selection criteria.

Lag/Statistics LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 −789.33 NA 0.02 13.25 13.39 13.31
1 608.67 2632.90 3.19 × 10−12 −9.44 −8.46 * −9.04
2 672.15 113.21 * 2.03 × 10−12 * −9.90 * −8.09 −9.16 *
3 697.27 42.28 2.46 × 10−12 −9.72 −7.07 −8.64
4 720.97 37.53 3.08 × 10−12 −9.51 −6.03 −8.10
5 746.83 38.34 3.78 × 10−12 −9.34 −5.02 −7.59
6 771.10 33.58 4.84 × 10−12 −9.15 −3.99 −7.05
7 804.39 42.71 5.46 × 10−12 −9.10 −3.11 −6.62
8 836.72 38.25 6.34 × 10−12 −9.04 −2.21 −6.27

Note: * indicates lag order selected by the criterion. The statistical indicators are as follows: LR = sequential
modified LR test statistic; FPE = Final prediction error; AIC = Akaike information criterion; SC = Schwarz
information criterion; and HQ = Hannan–Quinn information criterion. Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Tables 9 and 10 show the results of estimating the short-run coefficients using the VAR
model. First of all, it should be noted that in the short run, GDP per capita is influenced by
its previous values, i.e., a 1% change in GDP per capita is associated with a 1.52% increase
in the previous value of GDP per capita at lag 1. However, this changes when we consider a
two-period lag of GDP per capita, which shows a decrease of around 0.52% in the short run.
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Table 9. Short-run coefficients panel VAR results.

Dependent Variables (ln Values)

Independent
Variables (ln Values) GDP_CAPit BRENTit GAS_CAPit OIL_CAPit TRADEit REENit

GDP_CAPt−1 1.52 * 0.86 0.56 *** 0.25 −0.11 −0.14

GDP_CAPt−2 −0.52 * −0.86 −0.56 *** −0.25 0.10 0.13

BRENTt−1 −0.01 0.94 * −0.09 ** −0.06 * −0.01 −0.11

BRENTt−2 0.002 −0.11 0.07 *** 0.03 0.01 0.11 ***

GAS_CAPt−1 −0.06 ** 0.02 1.19 * −0.007 −0.05 −0.03

GAS_CAPt−2 0.05 ** 0.01 −0.23 * 0.005 0.02 0.01

OIL_CAPt−1 0.01 −0.08 0.07 1.32 * 0.06 0.01

OIL_CAPt−2 −0.01 0.099 −0.05 −0.31 * −0.06 −0.01
TRADEt−1 0.009 −0.19 −0.19 ** 0.01 1.10 * 0.23 ***

TRADEt−2 0.04 0.15 0.16 *** 0.03 −0.32 * −0.22 ***

REENt−1 0.0008 0.08 −0.05 0.005 0.06 0.87 *

REENt−2 −0.0009 −0.056 0.03 0.005 −0.07 0.07

Note: * indicates statistical significance at the 1% level; ** indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; and
*** indicates statistical significance at 10%. Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Table 10. Robustness and diagnostic tests panel VAR results.

Dependent Variables
(ln Values) Adj. R2 F-Statistic Prob. F-Statistic S.E. of Regression Durbin–Watson

Statistic

GDP_CAPit 0.99 111,779.50 0.00 0.04 1.95

BRENTit 0.76 43.62 0.00 0.29 1.90

GAS_CAPit 0.97 524.50 0.00 0.13 1.62

OIL_CAPit 0.99 3383.43 0.00 0.07 1.91

TRADEit 0.85 79.23 0.00 0.12 1.93

REENit 0.90 120.77 0.00 0.20 1.96

Source: Authors’ own calculations.

These results are supported by empirical evidence found in studies by other au-
thors/researchers [21–23,75–78] that show that GDP per capita is increasingly influenced
by its previous values and reacts differently depending on its evolution and tendency to
increase or decrease. Again, it was observed that gas production per capita has an impact
on GDP per capita over the analysed period; a 1% change in GDP per capita is associated
with a 0.06% decrease in gas production per capita with lag (1).

As an alternative to the results captured by the VAR model, we applied panel data
regression models in the form of a fixed effects model and a random effects model to
investigate the short-run impact of GDP per capita over the period under study across the
Caspian region.

The main findings of the fixed effects model (FE model) indicate that the level of GDP
per capita is statistically significantly influenced by the dynamics of trade, the world oil
price, oil production, and natural gas production expressed per capita.

In this geographical area, a 10% change in trade was found to reduce GDP per capita
by about 3.6% in the short term, which can be explained by the different evolution of the
trade balance specific to the countries that make up this area.

In addition, the use of renewable energy sources was found not to affect the dynamics
of GDP per capita in the short term, as confirmed by the estimated statistically insignificant
coefficient at the 5% significance threshold, which draws attention to the lack of measures
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and energy policies to promote the transition to a green economy and a clean environment.
At the same time, the positive impact of the world oil price is felt in this region, as it leads
to an increasing trend in GDP per capita of about 4.10%.

Regarding the robustness of the applied regression model, it was found that it is
adequate and appropriate to estimate GDP per capita at the Caspian region due to the high
value of the statistical F-test and the extremely low probability associated with it (p-value is
less than 1%).

Applying the random effects regression model, it was found that 67% of GDP per
capita is explained by the explanatory variables, which are also directly influenced by
oil and gas production and indirectly (negatively) by the evolution of trade over the
period analysed.

We have also proposed to investigate which of the two panel regression models (FE
and RE models) is more appropriate to measure GDP per capita over the period 1995–2022.
Several diagnostic tests were used for each panel and the results of these panel regression
models and specific tests are presented in Table 11.

Table 11. Panel regression models results (GDP_CAP as dependent variable).

Panel
Regression Model β0 BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN Adj. R2 F-Statistic S.E. of

Regression

Fixed
Effects Model 10.02 * 0.40 * 0.15 ** 0.10 *** −0.36 * 0.015 0.99 4386.68 * 0.23

Random Effects
Model 10.07 * 0.40 * 0.14 ** 0.09 *** −0.36 * 0.014 0.66 68.35 * 0.24

The Hausman Test

Test Summary Chi-Sq.Statistic Chi-Sqd.f. Prob.

Cross-section
random 11.57 5 0.0412 **

Note: * denotes statistical significance at the 1% level; ** denotes statistical significance at the 5% level; *** denotes
statistical significance at the 10% level. Source: Authors’ own calculations.

The Hausman test was used to decide between the fixed effects panel and the random
effects panel. The Hausman test indicates the following hypotheses: for H0, there is no
correlation between the estimators, and for H1, there are random effects.

Thus, the results of the Hausmann test suggest that the fixed effects regression model,
with a p-value of less than 5%, is more appropriate for investigating the impact of the
explanatory variables on GDP per capita.

The results of the analysis carried out are complemented by Granger causality tests.
To implement the panel causality test, we chose the Dumitrescu–Hurlin test [58], which
assumes that the regression coefficients in the bivariate regressions resulting from the
Granger causality tests can vary across cross-sections.

We performed this causality test using the optimal number of lags (in our case,
two lags) and we wanted to focus on how the variables interact with each other and
how they affect the level of GDP per capita in the future.

The results of the Dumitrescu–Hurlin test are presented in Table 12 and confirm
that there are bidirectional causal relationships as follows: trade and GDP per capita, oil
production per capita and GDP per capita, and world oil price and oil production per capita.

These bidirectional relationships reinforce the idea that the Caspian countries are
increasingly seen as globally relevant and important in the production and trade of their
energy resources.

In addition, they are responding to changes and shifts in energy reference prices
by being able to reorganise and manage their current and future supply and expected
demand, but also by finding possible levers and instruments strictly related to global price
fluctuations and swings (i.e., price volatility risk management).
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Table 12. Results of panel causality test.

Null Hypthosesis (H0) → Variable on the Column Does Not Cause Variable on the Line

Variable GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

GDP_CAP - 5.73 * 4.12 *** 5.43 * 5.10 * 2.78

BRENT 3.11 - 3.07 4.51 ** 6.80 * 2.41

GAS_CAP 2.49 2.90 - 3.50 4.74 * 1.96

OIL_CAP 7.56 * 5.71 * 6.86 * - 3.23 1.93

TRADE 3.94 *** 1.22 4.99 * 4.83 * - 1.20

REEN 1.76 1.36 2.20 2.70 2.99 -
Note: * denotes statistical significance at the 1% level; ** denotes statistical significance at the 5% level; *** denotes
statistical significance at the 10% level. Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Other causal relationships were found between GDP per capita and world oil prices
(unidirectional); GDP per capita and trade (unidirectional); and GDP per capita and natural
gas production per capita (unidirectional).

Interestingly, the world oil price causes a Granger-linked trade dynamic; this unidirec-
tional relationship points to the following: when the benchmark price is higher, exports
also tend to increase, thus affecting economic activity.

The final step in our analysis is to uncover the impulse response functions (IRFs)
for GDP per capita in the Caspian region. These functions show the impact of a shock
originating in an independent variable on the dependent variable, on an individual basis.

The results (Figure 2) show that a single shock to GDP per capita from the world oil
price decreases progressively from the first period to the end of the forecast period and
remains stable between the two-and four-year periods. It also shows that shocks to GDP
per capita will have a negative impact on trade, which falls sharply into negative territory
in at least two years. In addition, shocks to GDP per capita will have asymmetric impacts
on gas production per capita and oil production per capita and the values are expected to
remain stable over the entire 10-year forecast period. Nonetheless, a single shock to GDP
per capita initially increases the use of renewable energy.
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Figure 2. Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations ± 2 analytic asymptotic S.E.s. Note: The line in
green represents the response of the independent variables to the GDP per capita as our dependent
variables. The lines in orange represent the asymptotic standard errors at the 5% level of confidence.
(Source: Authors’ own calculations).
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This positive response declines sharply until the second period, when it reaches its
steady state value, from where it remains negative from the third to the tenth period. The
results of the impulse-response analysis are ultimately consistent and reasonable. Recent
events have become increasingly imprecise and unpredictable. They have had a negative
impact on the level of GDP per capita, trade dynamics, and domestic production of energy
resources in the countries of the Caspian region.

5. Discussion and Implications

Following the results achieved, an important point to be discussed is the intensification
and strengthening of energy relations and partnerships from which the Caspian countries
can benefit, with a positive impact on economic activity. For example, revenues from
increased exports of energy resources are an important driver of economic development
and prosperity. There are specialised studies [79–81] that have focused on the possible
establishment of an economic and trade partnership in the energy sphere between the
European Union as the sole importer (as a buyer) and the countries of the Caspian Sea
region, which are considered to be the main countries in the export of energy resources (as
sellers). This represents a relevant condition and necessity to achieve the goals of supply,
insurance with such energy resources, leading to medium- and long-term implications.

Therefore, the benefits in terms of achieving energy security through new access routes
and maritime transport options, assessing the potential for energy product production or
economic growth, are only likely to be realised if the parties involved develop their strate-
gies in a collaborative/cooperative and realistic manner by building this solid framework
for the development of this partnership.

Thus, the Caspian region could represent the perfect candidate, with a remarkable
potential option in the supply of energy products (natural gas and oil), especially as its
genetic DNA supports its rich natural resources, with strategic positioning close to the
attraction/exploitation of reserves in the Persian Gulf.

Another aspect of studying the importance of Caspian energy resources is the imple-
mentation of various models aimed at measuring regional energy security and highlighting
the main strategies specific to these countries, exclusively focused on the export of en-
ergy products.

Therefore, the studies conducted by [80,82] have as a primary objective the develop-
ment of a techno-economic model in the energy system, capable of developing the sector’s
response to different potential risks related to export strategies and energy security (a
composite risk index is calculated considering important variables: total costs, total export
volumes, and specific turnover).

In a similar direction, according to the Energy Charter Secretariat [83], energy security
is not only this sufficient trend of energy supply, especially in exporting countries (gov-
ernment authorities), but rather a set of instruments to make the relationship between
importers and exporters a stable one, based on diversification, intensification, and in-
crease of domestic energy production, control over energy demand, free trade, control over
branches, and the transit effect (transit countries tend to adopt the concept of security of
energy supply).

The relationship between energy and the environment in energy-producing countries
is another issue to consider. From a methodological point of view, the study by [84] uses the
LEAP model, a scenario-based projection model for future carbon dioxide emissions devel-
oped under the auspices of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Specifically,
this model was based on the three scenarios for formulating policies to reduce gas emissions
in line with the Paris Agreement targets, i.e., easy to achieve (without any intervention or
measures, as natural gas is increasingly used in electricity generation); difficult to achieve
and requiring intervention by national authorities (scenario based on the adoption of plans
to improve the energy grid by using mainly renewable resources); and very difficult to
achieve (extremely difficult to switch to renewable energy and requiring financial support
from the EU; the scenario that could bring the most promising results, consisting of a
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significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and an increase of up to 32% in the use
of renewable resources). The motivation behind the application of the LEAP forecasting
model was to focus on the analysis of the energy sector, provide robust data analysis,
and enable comparison of the most beneficial/optimal policies and choices in assessing
greenhouse gas emissions [85–88].

The use of renewable energy sources in the energy mix is also an important and
beneficial step towards protecting the environment. For example, one of the most serious
problems facing energy-producing countries, namely the Caspian countries, is the increase
in carbon dioxide emissions. From this perspective, there are studies that have examined the
relationship between carbon intensity and heavy industry. For example, the authors of [89]
applied the VEC model to assess and investigate the impact of heavy industry structure on
carbon dioxide emissions in the China over the period 1978 to 2008. The results of the study
show that there is a long-term equilibrium relationship between heavy industrialisation
and carbon emissions, which explains why heavy industrialisation emerged and carbon
emissions grew.

In a similar direction, the studies conducted by [90,91] used quantile regression and
cointegration analysis to test the causal relationship between energy consumption, energy
efficiency, urbanisation, economic growth, and the amount of carbon dioxide emitted by
heavy industry at the level of 30 Chinese village provinces between 2005 and 2017. The
empirical results show that economic growth has a stronger impact on heavy industry
CO2 emissions in the 25th–50th quantile provinces due to the difference in fixed asset
investment and heavy industry output. The impact of urbanisation on CO2 emissions is
lower in the 10th–25th quantile provinces than in other quantile provinces because these
provinces have the lowest number of university graduates. Energy efficiency has a smaller
impact on CO2 emissions in the upper 90th quantile province due to differences in R&D
personnel investment and the number of patents granted.

Based on the results of the mathematical model, we can recommend that energy-
producing countries, especially the Caspian countries, accelerate the use of renewable
energy resources to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. From this perspective, alignment
with the current trend of promoting a low-carbon economy or decarbonisation of heavy
industries can be supported and underpinned by pilot projects and implementing new
technologies that would make good use of the recovery funds, as well as incorporating
green building practices into the projects themselves. Since key industrial commodities
are not going away, policymakers need to focus on how to decarbonise their production.
For these industries, policymakers face the choice of how to accelerate technologies that
are not yet commercially viable—a very different problem from promoting more mature
technologies such as renewable power generation or electric vehicles.

However, the relevance of the mathematical model outlined in our study is given by
the inclusion of renewable energy sources as an explanatory variable for the economic
growth of the Caspian countries during the period under study. From this point of view,
we observe that there is currently an increasing emphasis on all aspects of energy transi-
tion, sustainable development, sustainable economic growth, sustainable production, and
consumption [92–94].

Since 2015, the 2030 Agenda has been a universal global development agenda for
action, promoting a balance between the three dimensions of sustainable development—
economic, social, and environmental. Therefore, under the ambitious 17 goals of the 2030
Agenda, participating countries need to step up their efforts to achieve them as adequately
and appropriately as possible. The success or failure of their implementation depends
mostly on national implementation efforts, as measured by broad and composite indicator
frameworks [95].

In this direction, there are studies that have analysed the achievement of these objec-
tives using different tools and methods of quantitative decision analysis, a good example
being the establishment of those composite indicators that measure this inclination towards
sustainability. In this sense, we include the study carried out by [95], where they evaluated
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these objectives for EU countries through the development of a multi-criteria aggregate
sustainability indicator. The main finding was that, among the countries of the EU, the
Nordic countries are the most advanced in terms of the multi-criteria aggregate sustainabil-
ity indicator. In general, these countries are at the top of the ranking for all dimensions,
apart from the environmental dimension for Denmark.

It is also worth noting the study carried out by [96], with the application of scenario-
based decision-making methods in the United Kingdom, suggests young people as a
specific group among the different actors that need to be involved, as well as the partner-
ships, innovation, design, and investment needed to localise the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). At the same time, the authors have sounded the alarm on how public
authorities are acting and managing issues related to climate change, income inequality,
and decarbonisation.

From another perspective, there are studies that have analysed the relationship be-
tween GDP per capita and composite sustainability indicators [89,97–99].

These authors have shown that GDP is a key driver and contributor to achieving the
goals of the 2030 Agenda; therefore, focusing solely on GDP targets, as the BRICS countries
do, leads to contradictory SDG outcomes. GDP has been described as the primary indicator
of a nation’s wealth, but its performance is at odds with measures of social well-being. To
reduce emissions in a timely manner, thoughtful policies that incentivise slow economic
growth will be essential.

As a result of the elements discussed in the literature regarding the link between
economic growth and sustainability issues, our study can be extended in the immediate
future by developing composite indicators that are capable of assessing and investigating
how sustainability priorities are realised and implemented at the level of energy-producing
countries. We believe that such an analysis is necessary as the role of energy is growing
and its impact on economic growth and development is increasingly felt.

6. Conclusions

The primary contribution of this study is the implementation of a mathematical model
to assess and study the growth rate in net energy-producing and net energy-exporting
countries. From this perspective, the Caspian countries (i.e., Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan,
Russia, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) were selected and the proposed mathematical
model was built, including the following explanatory variables to assess their impact on
the level of GDP per capita: global reference price of oil, domestic production of oil and
natural gas expressed per capita, share of renewable resources in the energy mix, and the
evolution and dynamics of trade (given by the sum of exports and imports).

The mathematical and statistical analysis was carried out over the period 1995–2022,
and the proposed mathematical model was applied in two phases; namely, the first phase
consisted of applying the model to each individual Caspian country (six models), while the
second phase consisted of applying the model within the Caspian region, in other words in
a panel approach. The time series used had an annual frequency and were included in the
model in logarithmic form. The main mathematical methods and tools used were to test the
stationarity hypothesis (application of unit root tests), to verify the cointegration hypothesis
(application of Pedroni and Johansen tests), to apply multifactor regression methods, to
implement the multivariate VAR/VEC autoregressive model, and to use Granger causality
tests and impulse response function analysis to examine possible interdependencies and
predictive relationships between variables.

After applying the mathematical method of multivariate regression, the results showed
that for each Caspian country, GDP per capita is statistically significantly positively in-
fluenced by the evolution of total oil and gas production, but it should be noted that this
influence is not always propagated in the same way. In addition, the model showed that
each of the six analysed countries react differently to the dynamics of the global oil price
benchmark, with the level of GDP per capita showing a downward trend over the period.
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On the other hand, it was shown that the variables are not cointegrated and do not
have a long-run relationship, allowing the application of VAR model and, alternatively,
panel regression methods: the fixed effects model and the random effects model. The main
finding is that GDP per capita is increasingly influenced by its previous values, which is
confirmed by taking into account lag 1 and lag 2. At the same time, the results showed
that the dynamics and tendency of trade have a significant impact on the level of GDP per
capita within the region and over the period.

The focus of the econometric analysis in this study is on the main factors influencing
economic growth in the Caspian countries. The methodological process is based on the
development of a mathematical model that is applied to each Caspian country and at the
level of the whole region under analysis. The main methods used are multifactor linear
regression and panel data techniques. Although the approach adopted is quantitative, we
face several methodological limitations and challenges.

An initial limitation arises from the fact that we have run the economic growth model
for only a few countries in a particular geographical region, which does not allow us
to assess whether the proposed model is appropriate for other oil- and gas-producing
countries or other groups of countries endowed with energy resources. In future studies,
we will test the robustness of the economic growth models on a global basis, again using
a panel analysis that includes countries with a similar energy profile to those analysed in
this study.

Another limitation relates to the availability of the data used. In most cases, the
construction of the model and the choice of dependent and independent variables are
strongly influenced by the available data. In this paper, we use annual frequency data over
the period 1995–2022. Despite this limitation, the constructed model could be successfully
applied and the results empirically demonstrate the interdependencies between energy
resources and economic growth in the countries studied. However, a possible extension of
this analysis is relevant for future studies, especially as energy resources play an extremely
important role at the global level.

Moreover, the results of the Granger causality tests identified several bidirectional
relationships between GDP per capita and oil and gas production, which are clearly positive
evidence of the growth trend and progress of economic activity in this geographical region.
An interesting finding of the study suggests that the Caspian countries have started to
make efforts to meet the goals of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and promoting a clean
and green energy system.

From this point of view, we can say that the present study suggests several future
implications. Essentially, the tendency of the countries to become aware of the real benefits
of using renewable energy sources may have a positive impact on their rates of growth
and economic prosperity in the future. In addition, these countries may have concrete
instruments and policies (e.g., taxation) at their disposal to encourage the transition to
clean energy and a significant reduction in pollution.

A further implication comes from the use of the mathematical model in estimating
and predicting values for GDP per capita, as this model could capture the series of in-
terdependencies and relationships in an economic approach. Therefore, we can confirm
that the proposed mathematical model fits well within the framework of investigating
the pace/level of economic growth, and our study is in line with the study conducted
by [100], which states that economic growth may be affected by economic crises that are
likely to occur in the immediate future. It should not be neglected that our model could
capture the dynamics of the balance of trade and the fluctuations of energy prices, which
leads to efforts that can be made by government authorities towards economic growth and
development [101].

One possible line of future research is to use the mathematical model proposed in this
study to study economic growth in other countries and to use other types of mathematical
methods and tools [78,102] to expand the literature and to capture and provide valuable
evidence to characterize the fields of economics, energy, and other areas.
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Abbreviations

ADF Augmented Dickey–Fuller
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
EU European Union
GDP Gross Domestic Product
FE Fixed Effects
FMOLS Fully Modified Ordinary Least Squares
IRF Impulse Response Function
PP Phillips–Perron
OLS Ordinary Least Squares
RE Random Effects
VAR Vector Autoregression
VEC Vector Error Correction
MENA Middle East and Northen Africa countries
BRICS Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa countries
R&D Research and Development

Appendix A

Table A1. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level for Azerbaijan.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 2108.05 56.89 14,305.82 37,889.32 85.74 3.75
Median 2754.71 54.35 17,274.47 41,295.13 81.46 3.44

Maximum 3159.09 111.63 32,956.67 648,868.70 121.50 7.41
Minimum 625.10 12.76 5318.37 13,122.89 69.48 1.91

Standard deviation 1028.32 31.90 7979.88 16,944.71 13.49 1.23
Skewness −0.39 0.31 0.57 −0.08 1.11 0.86
Kurtosis 1.33 1.88 2.51 1.63 3.60 3.82

Jarque–Bera 3.96 1.93 1.81 2.21 6.25 4.25
Probability 0.13 0.37 0.40 0.32 0.04 0.11

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28

Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Table A2. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level for Iran.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 154,000,000.00 56.89 17,130.21 30,587.34 43.91 1.54
Median 163,000,000.00 54.35 17,558.27 32,400.97 43.94 1.45

Maximum 177,000,000.00 111.63 29,293.84 35,477.69 58.38 2.84
Minimum 116,000,000.00 12.76 5241.89 19,234.66 29.22 0.73

Standard deviation 20,750,843.00 31.90 7688.58 4873.03 6.97 0.56
Skewness −0.70 0.31 0.02 −0.93 −0.07 0.49
Kurtosis 1.91 1.88 1.77 2.55 2.53 2.45

Jarque–Bera 3.67 1.93 1.74 4.32 0.27 1.50
Probability 0.15 0.37 0.41 0.11 0.86 0.47

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28

Source: Authors’ own calculations.
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Table A3. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level for Kazakhstan.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 561,136.00 56.89 12,287.00 43,360.60 75.98 4.11
Median 596,784.80 54.35 13,984.81 50,321.65 73.42 4.04

Maximum 798,597.20 111.63 21,133.98 56,687.63 105.69 6.12
Minimum 259,138.90 12.76 2551.87 14,601.26 53.04 2.85

Standard deviation 195,282.30 31.90 5829.95 14,012.88 15.41 0.86
Skewness −0.35 0.31 −0.41 −0.94 0.24 0.76
Kurtosis 1.60 1.88 1.75 2.34 1.75 3.24

Jarque–Bera 2.84 1.93 2.62 4.66 2.08 2.83
Probability 0.24 0.37 0.26 0.09 0.35 0.24

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28

Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Table A4. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level for Russia.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 491,306.30 56.89 40,754.32 37,198.91 52.44 6.33
Median 545,096.30 54.35 40,981.98 40,571.29 50.45 6.34

Maximum 645,614.10 111.63 48,387.56 45,755.51 69.39 7.05
Minimum 282,990.80 12.76 35,388.52 23,762.61 43.77 5.53

Standard deviation 126,625.40 31.90 3384.61 7965.10 6.51 0.41
Skewness −0.49 0.31 0.25 −0.75 1.08 −0.20
Kurtosis 1.64 1.88 2.39 1.92 3.57 2.07

Jarque–Bera 3.31 1.93 0.73 3.97 5.90 1.18
Probability 0.19 0.37 0.69 0.13 0.052 0.55

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28

Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Table A5. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level for Turkmenistan.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 5735.09 56.89 96,106.03 21,695.38 80.73 0.02
Median 5060.68 54.35 105,329.40 23,112.48 81.64 0.02

Maximum 10,005.24 111.63 125,016.50 26,682.88 168.17 0.03
Minimum 2425.83 12.76 27,105.81 11,199.03 36.10 0.01

Standard deviation 2795.98 31.90 26,405.32 4248.12 32.87 0.008
Skewness 0.33 0.31 −1.30 −1.04 0.78 −0.06
Kurtosis 1.51 1.88 3.70 3.34 3.36 1.47

Jarque–Bera 3.10 1.93 8.46 5,23 3.05 2.71
Probability 0.21 0.37 0.01 0.07 0.21 0.25

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28

Source: Authors’ own calculations.

Table A6. Descriptive statistics of variables at the sample level for Uzbekistan.

GDP_CAP BRENT GAS_CAP OIL_CAP TRADE REEN

Mean 270,132.00 56.89 18,966.08 2181.20 56.50 3.16
Median 2,564,433.00 54.35 19,326.71 1942.59 56.98 3.17

Maximum 4,503,783.00 111.63 22,008.47 3920.01 79.74 4.28
Minimum 1,478,689.00 12.76 14,048.87 955.61 29.19 2.32

Standard deviation 1,015,339.00 31.90 2128.55 1133.99 14.57 0.46
Skewness 0.32 0.31 −0.92 0.33 −0.20 0.18
Kurtosis 1.67 1.88 3.09 1.50 1.92 2.96

Jarque–Bera 2.56 1.93 4.04 3.15 1.55 0.15
Probability 0.27 0.37 0.13 0.20 0.45 0.92

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28

Source: Authors’ own calculations.
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